Hi Jessica,
The City of Rosemead has two initial concerns that we hope some direction will be provided with the final regulations.

1. The City’s potable water is provided by 4 different private companies and 2 different mutual companies. Based on the preliminary data worksheet our community will have at least two and possibly three different conservation targets. The City is more than willing to take the necessary steps to enforce regulations and has been doing so for many months; however, our task will become very difficult if the conservation targets and requirements are different based on the water provider. Requiring a resident on one street to conserve 20% and trying to enforce 35% on another street will become a political nightmare for staff and officials. We would also like to see regulations that allow Cities to enforce the requirements even though we are not a water provider.

2. From what we understand from a League of CA Cities briefing call on 4/8/15, the regulations adopted by the Waterboard and the CPUC may not be identical. We would urge that however possible, the regulations adopted are identical to make ease of enforcement as simple as possible.
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Matt Hawkesworth
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